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Ombudsman Investigates Discrimination Charges
EDITOR’S NOTE: J. Benton White was appointed ombudsman in September by SJS
President Robert D. Clark (stowing the corn.
pus crisis during which discrimination was
amining the problems and accomplishments
of the ombudsman.
By RITA PEDERSEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Charges of discrimination at SJS are
under investigation in five areas of the
college community, according to Ombudsman J. Benton White.
Action has been taken or planned in the
areas of housing, the Greek system, athletics, the "two per cent rule" and foreign
students, White explained.
White, a Methoclist minister on leave of
absence from his post as college chaplain,
was apointed ombudsman in September by
President Robert D. Clark to investigate
and mediate charges of discrimination.
Most complaints of discrimination in
housing are channeled through groups
rather than individuals, White observed.
Persons are able to identify with groups
such as United Black Students of America
(UBSA) and the Mexican-American organizations which act as spokesmen, he
continued.
The main problem is to discern whether
the charge of discrimination is true, then
set machinery in motion to alleviate the
situation, White explained.
One complaint of discrimination was
’received in which a neighlsir It legeully

harrassed an apartment house owner because he rented to Negroes, he said.
Investigation through the San Jose
Health Department which received the
complaint, revealed that the man constantly harrassed all his neighbors and his
reasons were not necessarily racial.
Assistance in dealing with off-campus
problems has been offered by community
groups such as the Human Relations Commission and attorneys who have agreed to
prosecute offenders of the Unruh Civil
Rights Act and the Rumford Fair Housing
Act, the minister said.
The owners of the Royal Lanai Apartments, located near campus, are presently
appealing a ruling by the Fair Employment Practices Commission which ordered
the apartment owners to "cease and desist" from discriminating on basis of race,
creed, color and national origin, according
to FEPC consultant William Dacus.
The case, which is before the Santa
Clara County Superior Court was initiated
by a Negro who charged he was discriminated against in violation of the Rumford
Act.
Students have complained that prospective Royal Lanai residents are required to
fill -out a questionnaire which asks if they
have participated in acts of civil disobedience or have belonged to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP), the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the

Communist Party or the John Birch Society.
White has called for a sanction against
businesses and organizations which discriminate.
The proposed sanction would preclude
advertising in college publications and prohibit recruitment on campus by discriminating organizations.
Campus publications involved in the proposal would be the Spartan Daily, Sparta
Life magazine, football programs and the
alumni magazine.
The ombudsman has been working on the
housing problem in conjunction with the
Academic Council’s Housing Committee, the
Housing Office and the Associate Student
Body’s Community Involvement Program.
GREEKS
SJS fraternities and sororities have been
forced to look at themselves critically as a
result of the recent crisis, White commented.
Probation for fraternities ended Nov. 1
when the Interfraternity Council (IFC)
submitted a list of proposals which had
been approved by the parent organizations
of the fraternities.
Sororities will remain on probation pending ratification by local chapters of proposals made by national officers in New
Orleans last week.
Proposals submitted by the IFC made
five suggestions:
First, the establishment of a public re-
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Doc Watson Sings Tomorrow
Doc Watson, a blind folks singer
from North Carolina, will perform
tomorrow evening at 5:30 in the
Mens Gymnasium. The. performance is free to students and is the

last program in the "Anatomy of
Loneliness" series sponsored by
the College Union Programs
Board,
Watson specializes in what he

calls old-time country music. He
says most of it VVIIS learned from
family and friends, and the rest
from recordings of the late twenties and early thirties.
Born and raised in the heart of
one of the nation’s richest folk
singing areas, 44-year-old Doe’s
repertoire combines the heritage
of his musical family with a hoard
of old blues, country songs, and
"Grand Ole Opry" tunes.
His style forms a bridge between America’s primitive folk
heritage and the sophisticated listener. Doe’s influence on guitar
style is seen in the increased interest in complex "flat -picking"
techniques among young performers.
Today, ’Watson has completed
more than 300 tour engagements
and has recorded four records.

No. 42

Peace Delegation
Fails To Muster
Student Support

By JOYCE AUGIISTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The California Democratic Council (CDC) has failed in its first
attempt to interest SJS students
in a peace delegation for next
year’s national convention.
About 200 attended the CDC
"Town Meeting" held Tuesday
night in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
"And most of those present already supported our views, said
Gene Lokey, CDC spokesman.
"There was no need to change
their minds. We wanted to influence those who don’t agree with
our position.
The first speaker, San Jose Attorney John Thorne, called the
war "a symbol of sickness in our
society." He said that even if the
Vietnam war ended tomorrow
Africa and South America would
begin exploding.
"The president is hired by the
people. He works for us. I will not
hire someone I cannot believe and
I cannot believe that man. If the
An S.IS student told jurors Tues- convention goes for Johnson we
day that he saw fellow student (peace delegation) will walk out."
Nick Kopke pull a knife during
(Continued on Page 3)
a clash between the American Liberation Front (ALF) and the Marine Corps information team, Oct
10.
Sean Quinn, 25 -year-old political science major, told the Municipal Court jury he and other stuGenuine existentialism is not
dents formed a wall around the
Marine information booth near San a fad nor is it a morbid worldCarlos Street to keep protesters view. It does not preach despair,
away.
atheism, communism or nihilism.
Quinn said when the two facTo the contrary, its a discitions began pushing, he saw Ira
Meltzer, another defendent and plined systematic and sophistiAmerican Liberation Front leader, cated theory of being, according
to Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, &IS
become involved in a fist fight.
fie testified that when Kopke professor of philosophy and distarted to come to Meltzer’s aid, rector of this weekend’s conferit. "looked to me like people in the ence on Existential Philosophy
line in front of the Marines were and Mental Health.
Dr. Koestenhaum said, the
going to go after Kopke." Quinn
testified Kopke drew
knife and campus conference, is an at tempt
shouted, "don’t get near me or I’ll "to combine medicine and philosophy."
cut you."
"Existentialism is concerned
San Jose Police, after the demonstrations, reported that they with the nature of man and anysaw several of the arrested de- thing about the nature of man
fendents with knives but that none Is extremely important when
were drawn against law officers considering mental health," he
during the demonstrations. The said.
Registration for the conferknives were confiscated after the
ence will begin Friday at 6:30
demonstrators’ arrests.
Connie Jean Kurz, 23 -year-old p.m. in Concert Hall. Cost is
coed, charged with defacing state 616.50 and may lx) taken for one
property, climbed the bench behind upper division credit in either
the Marines’ table and wrote "Ma- psychology or philosophy.
rines Kill" in chalk, Quinn said.
?.

Witness Tells Jury
Kopke Drew Knife
At Marine Fracas

hitions committee to encourage niinority
participation in fraternity functions.
Second, the formation of a human relotions board to promote understanding between the Greeks and the rest of the college community.
Third, the immediate formation of an
ad hoc review board to hear any charges
of alleged discrimination in Greek practices.
Fourth, the establishment of a penalty
clause which will empower the review
board to reprimand, suspend or expel a
violator from the IFC.
Fifth, the establishment of a dean-equivalent for the Greek community.
The campus Greek organizations seem
willing to deal with the problem and implement the proposals, White said.
White, a national officer of Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity, said alumni organizations
sometimes are not as sympathetic as student chapters and are a hindrance to the
elimination of discriminatory practices.
ATHLETICS
Director of Athletics Dr, Robert Bronzan
is on top of the. problem of discrimination in
athletics, the former chaplain said.
"Dr. Bronzan has responded creatively
and has started a committee within the
department to investigate complaints,"
White added.
The SJS athletic program has an outstanding record of non-discrimination and
Bronzan hopes to alleviate any existing
problems, according to VVhitc.

Bronzan’s committee is autonomous. but
the ombudsman has offered his assistance
as consultant.
"TV.’() PER CENT III’l.E"
Investigation of the "two per cent rule’
has been postponed until more immediate
problems have been handled, according to
White.
The ombudsman said a thorough study
will analyze its operation and effectiveness
in allowing increased admission of minority
group members.
The "two per cent rule" is a California
State College regulation which allows special admission of two per cent of the total
college enrollment who would not otherwise he academically qualified.
UBSA charged that the majority of
Negroes admitted in the two per cent
bracket are not admitted for academic reasons but because of athletic ability.
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Discrimination against foreign students
and the foreign born has been charged but
an intensive study of the situation will
have to wait, White said.
"The matter has been postponed because
it is not an immediate problem and I
haven’t had time to delve into the complaints," he explained.
One complaint received by the ombudsman grew from a college regulation requiring foreign students to have a 2.25
grade point average in order to be admitted to SJS for the first time. U.S.
cilizen; flood a 2.1) CPA for admission.

Anti -War Poster Removal
Sparks Profs’ Complaints
By DON COX
and GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
Two SJS professors have lodged
theft complaints against campus
security police for "violation of
academic freedom."
SJS Executive Vice-President
Dr. William J. Dusel termed the
security officer’s action "overzealous" and said that, "This will not
happen again. A faculty member
can post anything he wants to in
his office."
Dr. Anthony K. D’Abbracci and
Dr. Craig Harrison, both assistant
professors of philosophy, have
charged the security police with
removing anti-war posters from
their office doors without authority Monday.
Both professors have filed letters of protest with the college
chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT).
The Arr has sent its own letter
of protest to Dusel.
Dr. John Galm, AFT president,
called the security office action a
"blatant interference with privacy
and a direct assault on academic
freedom."
Galin and Dr. Abraham Bezanker, associate professor of English, said that an anti -Vietnam
newspaper article was also removed from their office door Monday afternoon.
The three offices involved are
near one another on the second
floor of the Faculty Office Building.
Galm and Bezanker have yet to
file a complaint with the security
office or college administration.
Dr. Phillip Jacklin, who shares
an office with Harrison, was present when the incident occurred.

According to Jacklin the officer
Jacklin said a campus security
officer ripped an anti-war poster then entered the office to remove
belonging to Harrison off the out- another anti-Vietnam poster at(Continued on Page 9)
side of their office door.

Group Strips Paper
Of Editorials, Features
The "Collegian," Los Angeles
City College’s twice-weekly campus newspaper, has been forbidden
temporarily to publish editorial
comment or features.
A specially formed committee
made the decision yesterday morning. Their action follows a week of
Black Student Union (BSU) demonstrations protesting "Collegian’s"
use of the word "Negro" in its
stories.
"I feel as though my job has
been eliminated," declared Toshio
Oda. editor, during a telephone interview yesterday afternoon.
According to Oda, BSU members the past week confiscated every issue of the last "Collegian"
and threatened further disruption
until the paper stopped using the
word "Negro."
Extra police were called Monday to deter violence.
Yesterday morning at 10:30, a
15-member committee composed of
seven BSU members, four "Collegian" staffers, and four administrative personnel attended a meeting moderated by LACC Pres.
Glenn G. Gooder.
Late yesterday afternoon, in a
telephone interview, Gooder told
Spartan Daily the committee had
decided the following:

Save for contracted advertising,
the next "Collegian" will run "eyewitness" reports of recent BSU
activities on pages two and three.
The following issue of "Collegian" will devote pages two and
three to pro and con letters "from
any student, faculty member, or
administrator of LACC."
According to Dr. Gooder, "pending recommendations from our College Collegian Liaison Committee,
this will be the format of the
paper."
Oda, in a separate telephone interview yesterday, said that as a
result of the same meeting all
BSU members must be called
"Blacks" or "Afro-Americans" in
future issues of "Collegian." He
added that other Negro students
must be asked what they prefer
to be called in print.
Oda reports his 60-member staff,
16 of whom are Negro, is on the
verge of quitting because of censorship they feel has been imposed
upon "Collegian."
Oda, who claims BSU members
called him a "Japanese Uncle Tom"
during last week’s disturbances,
said, "I intend to stick it out. We
have a fine journalism department
here, and I don’t want to see it
fall down."

Existential Confab Starts Friday

DOC WATSON
. blind guitarist performs

Students Seek To Bar Dow
A petition der-winding that the
SJS administrat loll liar Dow Chemical Company and all industries
connected wiih war production
from ’remit ini; on campus re127 sigitatUITS during its
CCiVed
I I’S of circulation on
first titre(
Seventh Street yesterday.
Originated by Students for a
Democratic Society ISDS. the
laddion will remain available for
signatures until Monday, according to Ruth Franklin, SDS member.
She also said that Tom Good,
of SOS, and Dr. Robin Brooks,
asskilant professor of lu tray, will

form the 1,’.!.111V1‘ SKIP of ii debate team holt will consider the
question of whether the chemical
company should be allowed on
campus,
Aeon’ ding to Miss Franklin,
members of the campus chapter
of the Young Republieans have
agreed to find speakers to take
the opposing view.
The debate will be held in EdEX) at 3:31) prim. Friday.
Tonight, she said, SDS will hold
an open writing at 7 p.m. in
Cafeteria A and B to discuss tactics to be used on Mondaythe
day Dow is seheduled to appear
oil campus,

The program is designed for
professionals and students in the
fields of psychology, psychiatry,
sociology, theology, education,
literature and art.
Topics considered in the conference include: the nature and
history of existential philosophy,
theistic and atheistic trends in
existentialism and art and literature in existential psychotherapy
and case histories. The program
will feature lectures, panels, discussions and demonstrations.
Dr. Raymond Vespe, psychotherapist at the Palo Alto Medlea’ Clinic, will open the conference with a discussion of "Existential Psychotherapy; Polaiities and IIcalth."
Ile will be followed by Dr.
Koestenhatim’s presentation on
"Phenomenological Psye hia try
and its Critics."
The conference will resume
Saturday morning with two papers The first will lw presented
by Dr. James Flugental. author

and psychotherapist from Los
Angeles. The second will he presented by Dr. Richard Sutherland, a psychiatrist from Oakland.

Saturday afternoon, Dr. Arturo Fallieo, SJS professor of
philosophy will speak followed
by a panel discussion on "Thirty
Years of Existential Philosophy."
Three papers will be presented
Sunday morning including one
by Dr. George Miainch, SJS professor of psychology. The conference will conclude with a panel
discussion on "A Look into the
Future for Existential Philosophy, Psychology and PsychiaThe conference is sponsored by
the SJS Departments of Philosophy and Psychology, SJS Extension Services, the Society for
Phenomenology and Existential
Psychotherapy Inc., and the
Santa Clara County Psychiatric
Society. It is endorsed by the
Santa Clara County Medical SociiI y.

DR. PETER KOESTENBAUM
. Conference director

For more information, contact
S.IS Extension Services, 319 S.
Fifth Street or call 294-6414, ex1
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"ou got caught, huh?"
He nodded his head sadly. "And then
last spring When I took over as manager
of an apartment homw . .
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condemned two weeks after I started and
the owner skipped town with the deposits

a

and rent payments."

full understanding of
perplexing problems facing an editor.
He must be able to determine if
such facts are essential. and reject any
desire (II eNliblit illeSe Nett. to Make
news story is one of the most
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"Some mental institution administrators are out to get mel . . .

But, I’m wise to them! . . I’ll show’em! ..."

K. B.

Thrust and Parry

Pros, Cons of Dow Company Recruiting
’Letting Dow on Campus
Violates Responsibility’
Editor:
There should be no confusion settling over
our minds concerning Dow Chemical. They
make napalm which
is
indiscriminately
dropped. hideously engulfing our friends in
flames. That the school administration would
allow this government -contracted firm on
campus is frightening.
The rationale that is offered in defense of
the administration is free speech. It is absurd
to associate Dow’s presence on our campus
with free speech.
Dow will attempt to indoctrinate us with
colorful pamphlets and evocative pitches. Dow
is here to reeruit, to channel our minds and
energies into their plans. And Dow will attempt this not at student request.
The administration alliavs these recruiters
on our campus: and it has been made clear
they will not respond decisively to a student
vote.
Why is this administration violating responsibility to students and allowing Dow on
campus?
During these moments the illegal war of
U.S. aggression rages against Vietnamese
nationalists. Why are we, as students, complying with the militarist regime by allowing
Dow and other war industries, as the Marines, on this campus?
We must overcome our passivity and give
active direction in our education. We cannot
allow ourselves to become mere instruments
of perversion lulling ourselves with gauche
illusion&

There is no freedom of speech upon relevant
issues in the U.S. As lung as there are Oak lands, suspensions, and flagrant abuse of civil
rights, it is absurd for those propagating
these fascist tendencies to hide behind free
speech. It is illusory.
In this tan, of crisis, not only for friends
here but in Vietnam, we must surmount these
repressions that will be increasingly manifest.
We must not tolerate draft and corporate
channeling, reducing ourselves to mere productive means. We must all unite in
solichuity and again realize the American
revolutionary ideology.
Erie von 3Ineller, A17120

‘SJS Should Be Free
For Dow and Everyone’
Editor:
"Dow Chemical Company makes napalm"
was the opening statement of a letter written
by a Tom Good, A17525. As with every oceurrance regarding the military or some
connection with it, someone makes it similar
statement as a kickoff for stalling a demonstration, or to be more exact, a disturbance
on campus.
Wed., Nov. 151
The letter by T. Good,
associates the Dow Chemical Company with
the Hitlerite institutions of the ’30’s and
somehow draws a parallel. I feel if it is
necessary to find a cause to accuse SJS of
being "Intimately linked to the military-industrial complex" Good can go much further
than using the manufacture of napalm as an
excuse to stai t trouble.
Chrysler Corp. makes tanks and support
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"What’s this new idea, Oscar?" I hail
to cheer tutu. up.
His eyes began to sparkle. "A sure
thing." lie said. "Ent starting a campus
newspaper."
I looked at him to see if he was joking.
"Yott don’t know one thing about jour-

Ili:. story -better copy. -
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ran into an old friend of
SJS. 0,ca r Ilea& Oscar was
excited about a IleNV ii lea of Isis for making
money.
"And since the other things didn’t work
out 1 got this new idea.- Oscar w
"\\ hat other thing-?"
"V ell,- Oscar said.- remember last fall
when I was selling .:irking permits to
III ttt
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to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
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until its all over.
Recently the Senator laid the following
line tan a Daily reporter while strongly insinuating that the Experimental College’s
IleN,paper I Jabberwock I is part of some
commonist conspiraes to ..... termini. America.
-College smut is probabl one of the
most important problems confronting us
111).(erlf(11 SI11. Bradley somewhat
lnllgi’tit I, lo the i ii tie of communism
anal the Jahlwrwock, I suppose.
Vi
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%silo would
Now I’m not the kiwi of ;.,.
from the importance of college
smut: but. meanwhile back in the world
-human wines of 11044111g and North
%lent: .se Army regulars. armed to the
teeth with So’. let supplied RPG-7 rocket
latmehers and Chinese made AK-47 auto.
matie rifles were storming the U.S. Special Fortes Camp at ha. Ninh: a rolling
barrage (If Israel mortar fire was destroying Egyptian oil refineries at Port Suez
that produce all of Egypt’s cooking and
beating gas and HO per cent of its oil;
two Negro political candidates in Gary,
Indiana and Cleveland, Ohio-who by
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down to the last vote victory: and people
in places like India. South America, and
Africa were stars irig to death.
detract
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matter

public official
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Bradley is reading

a political drift in this state and appealing
to the sentiment of the voiers who corn ’ ,rise it.
Really now Seth

propriety?

Bradley, have you no

equipment, while other industries build planes
and produce ammunition; and they come to
campus to recruit students.
It should be remembered that SJS is a
state institution of higher learning and not
a reactionist battleground.
Being the president of SJS, Dr. Clark has
both the right and the authority to do what
he feels is best for the school and its students. Clark will no doubt be around for a
while longer than most of the students who
are "here today and gone tomorrow." If the
college president used the same kind of reasoning as mentioned in the last statement,
this school would likewise follow-"gone tomorrow."
Lastly, Good states that it is up to us to
decide on Nov. 20 whether it is right or
wrong that SJS is the servant of the militaryindustrial complex. My answer to that is,
this college serves the students as well as the
community in which it exists.
The Placement office is for the benefit of
the students and not industry or the military.
The library is also a source of information
that serves the students.
SJS qualifies as Ft "free" campus so let us
keep it that way. Whether the CIA, Dow
Chemical or the Peace Corps recruits, we are
free to take our pick.
Michael F. Kotowski, A10353

Prof Points Out Errors
In ’Promotions’ Story
Editor:
In the interests of accurate journalism, I
should like to call your attention to three
errors which occurred on the front page of
last Tuesday’s Daily under the title "Faculty
Promotions Victory in Professorial Appointments."
First, the "victory" for the American Federation of Teachers and The Association of
California State College Professors did not
come last week, but last spring when the
faculty promotions committee reconsidered its
decision and promoted 20 additional faculty
members. These 20 promotions were made
after the statement of policy from the API’
and ACSCP was issued, The "victory" measured in quantitative terms was last spring.
Second, the four recent promotions had
nothing to do with the 60/40 standard, which
refers to the ration of the number of instructors and assistant professors to the number
of associate and full professors.
I do not mean to imply that the four recent
promotions were meaningless but since they
all were from associate. to full professor the
promotions have no influence on the 60/40
ratio. Nor did the 20 additional promotions
of last spring violate the 60/40 ratio, This
current year’s promotion proceedings is likely
to become the test of the standard.
Finally, the president of ACSCP who introduced the quoted resolution was Dr. James
Clark.
David MlIrkham,
Tutorial.,

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
personal
which are libelous, in poor taste or include
attack. The editor ...... es the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to coat.
publication of letters dealing with subjects ha bis.
Heves have been exhausted.

He wrung his hands knowingly. "I it
know how to sell pm. though. Who eares
what’s in them? Controsers
That’s it
and he pounded the wall with his right
fist.
"All I have to do is get Sen. Brad Clarkly to brand my parser as a radical -left
wing-rightist-communist -John Birch newspaper and they’ll sell like hoteakes." And
little dollar signs suddenly appeared next
to the pupils in his eyes.
"But Oscar, that’s getting to be old bat
around here."
"But it still sells papers." He said, "V by
Clarkly is the best thing to happen to
journalism in this euuntry since McCarthy.
All I have to do is print something radical
in my first issue anti the resell be easy."
-A fiat are you going to say?"
A mi,ehiesous gleam rose in Oscar’s little dollar-sign-eyes and he motioned for
me to come closer.
"First,- he whispered. "I’111 gOillg to run

1

a huge headline saying -1-01 al OF TO- I

DAY UNITE." And then Ens going to run
a number-one story in bold face italics
which starts out with this quote: "Each
generation ... has the right to choose for
itself the form of government it belie’. es
the most promotive of its own happiness."
And then Oscar burst out into a snuffled
burst of laughter.
I gasped. "Oscar. that’s (lammed anarchy.
Clarkly will add that to his list of ’nonconstitutional comm .n ist inspired’ publications."
"And just think of what will happen

when he tells the Mothers of America
about it!" Charlie roared. "Think of how
people will be dying to get hold of an
issue of the paper to see what I’ve said!"
"But Osear,.. I said. "That quote attacks the heart of our country, right to
the Constitotion. Who said it anyway?
Hitler? Castro?"
"That’s the point,- Charlie said roaring
with laughter. "Thomas Jefferson said it
in 1816,"

Guest Room

Join Now!
By RICHARD L. VAN WINKLE
I consider myself somewhat of a nonjoiner. In fact I flunked out as a Boy
Scout because I was never a full-fledged
tenderfoot. The necessity for one to join
a social organization almost appalls
And hearing pledges spout off in cadence
makes me want to vomit, especially whets
I need quiet because I’m cracking the
books.
I couldn’t believe it when for over an
hours and a half, the almost neophytes
of the local neanderthal organization,
physically exerted themselves for the benefit of perhaps someday becoming a full
fledged accepted neanderthal. How utterly rediculous is the proof of giving one’s
all for this horrible social institution. It
is not how well one soeially interacts with
the group, but how much one will pain It
body in order to he accepted as one of the
men in the group.
"Yea, yes, we are brothers and to he a
brother you must go through this groovy
indoctrinate
to show Its that you really
want to belong." And once you belong
you will have the world at your feet, well
at least the people at SJS, well if not the
people at SJS, perhaps the alniost neo
phytes in your %cry own neandert hal or.
ganization.
Excuse Ille while I join
Boy Scouts.

V.D. Problems

Extension To Sponsor
Three -Way Institute
Problems of venereal disease in
the schools and society will be
explored in a three-day institute
to be held at SJS, Dec. 1-3.
Sponsored by the SJS Extension
Services and the Department of
Health Sciences, the program is
designed for teacher s, school
nurses and administrators as well
as all upper division students.
Emphasis will be placed on the

Theft Complaints
Filed by Profs
(Continued from Page 1)
tached to the inside the door’s
glass pane.
"I told him he didn’t have any
authority to enter, but he said he
was following an order," Jacklin
said.
"I asked the officer to show me
the rule but he could not. He said
we must get authority from the
Department of Buildings and
Grounds before we hung material.
"I have never heard of such a
rule," Jacklin continued.
Elmer Graham, head of campus
security, said the officer was acting under a "standing policy
order."
"We are under orders to take
down any unauthorized posters,
anti-war material or anything
else," Graham said.
"The campus directive covers
the defacing of public property.
This does not include faculty office doors." Dusel explained.

eminine Football: Bruising Blitz

Bumps and bruises will be in
order as once again powder pufts
collide on the Women’s Athletic
Field. The all -girl tournament
which began Tuesday. Nov. 7, is
a "touch -not -tackle"
school’s responsibilities for V.D. played on
basis. However, the coeds’ enthueducation,
often breeds borderline
The institute will begin Friday, siasm
blitz.
Dec. 1, with registration at 6:30
p.m. and will continue through 4-30
p.m., Sunday, Dec. 3. All sessions
will be held in JC141.
Speakers who will participate
in the program are: Dr. Warren *
Ketterer, chief of the venerail:
disease section of the Californa
Department of Public Health; Dr. *
Erwin H. Braff, chief of the I 4,*
bureau of disease control and
SMART STUDENTS SAVE *
adult health of the San Francisco
UP TO 55.
Department of Public Health; Dr.
ON CAR INSURANCE
Bruce Ogilvie, professor of psy25% discount for students
chology at SJS; and Mrs. Mabel
with 3.0 average during the
Rickett, consultant for the veneSPRING SEMESTER.
real disease section of the bureau
10% discount for driver’s train- .1
of communicable disease, California State Department of Public
10% discount for compact .1
Health,
COM
10% discount for two cars.
In addition, there will be a panel
For more information call
discussion at the opening session
with Dr. Mary Clark, deputy diPAUL SCOLA
rector of public health for Santa
65 W. Hamilton, Campbell
Clara County; Dr. Mary Riggs, ekes. 266-5908 Office: 378-4123*
district health officer for Santa
Clara County Health Department;
and Dr. Raymond C. Miller, director of public health, San Jose
City Department of Health.
Coordinator for the institute is
Dr. L. Richard Bonvechio, chairman of Department of Health
Science at SJS.
Fee for the conference is $16.50.
Participants will receive one semester unit of credit from the
SJS Extension Services upon completion of a paper following the
institute.
Further information may be obtained from the SJS Extension
Services.

In Tuesday’s aci
i
defeated Delta Zi1
the excellent over-all play ot Pal
Desposito. In other semi-final play.
Washburn defeated Homer Hall
2-1 in first downs alterliving
to a 0-0 tie.
,
l’odav. Royce Hall Ir.s Alth

eompetichi ()nava
ii at 4 p.m.
The final game pitting Washburn vs. Royce Hall or Alpha Chi
Omega’ wilt he it it am. on Sat unlay. Nos. 15.
Trophies will go to the winning
’team :ind the team displaying wit.,ting start!.

250
cm }\ 250
TRY OUR NEW
7 1/2 MIN. TIME CYCLE

t Thursday, November 1R, 1967

161FAIITAT4 DAILT-5

TRY
A
CONNOLI!
A what? That’s right a CONNOLI. This unbebeveably tasty European pastry is prepared with
a creamy cheese filling, rich chocolate drops and
a tasty baked crust. Served exclusively at the
Spartan House Restaurant. Also featuring home
made spaghetti anti lasagna. Don’t forget our

(1004 -tilt-hot water. extra
pressure & best soap used)

eons einem take I

service.

Present to \Tanager
lirs.0 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Iteg. 500
TIIF, CO1N-01)
(
tnirk,
ctc.
10)0 N. loth at Commercial St.
\ . In. 144)7
- IthrMITYLTMITIWITIIIITIMATMIRTMTITY21

cpaPtait

ilowe

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(corner of Fourth St.)

CDC Meeting Fails
To Arouse Interest ROTC Drill Team
wins Recognition

((’ontinued from Page I)
Thorne called those refusing to
be drafted "the bravest people I
know. "It’s a sad thing that someone gets two and one-half years
at hard labor for not wanting to
kill a person," he said.
He cited the Nuremberg Laws,
"one of which states that the
blame for war crimes and killings
cannot be passed on to superior
officers. This is reason enough for
not killing someone against your
will." According to Thorne. every
man should be able to decide for
himself since he is legally responsible to society and morally responsible to himself for his actions.

SJS’s Army ROTC drill team
was voted the most outstanding
entry in last Saturday’s Veterans
Day parade through downtown
San Jose. For their performance
the team received a trophy from
the United Veterans Council.
Under the command of Cadet
Larry D. Sabo, the 16 man drill
team practices five days a week
at 6:30 a.m. Strictly a voluntary
organization, the team develops its
own routines and is limited to
cadets with intense motivation, according to Cadet Sabo.
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ANNOUNCING THE
it.

SAMITIE CLA

j,’PEE__.

SHOP

itkicET a SAN CARLOS. SAN JOSE
,
14(02ARD ISSUED TO

TLES BEARER TO A DISCOUNT
ON ALL FOOD PURCHASED IN THE PUB.

PUB SPARTAN CLUB CARD
GOOD FOR:
10/0 Discount for you and any number of
friends in your party
FREE, with first use of card, any "Masterpiece from Our Fountain." Thick milk shakes,
mountain sized sundaes, refreshing sodas and
assorted soft drinks.
Discount good anytime.

Cards available right now,
for a limited time,
Just $1
at the PUB.
GET YOURS TODAY!

)3
of *aintt Claire
MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11 p.m

Don’t Forget To Make Your Reservation
With Us For Thanksgiving
Phone 295-2626
Dinner.
till1111115111111111611111111111101115011151111115111111111111111111151111111151115115111151105111111111111111111111MMIIIIIMH1111111111111151111111V

"Want a company that
lets you follow through
on your own ideas? See
IBM Nov. 20th, 21st, 22nd:’
"I was determined not to take a job where I’d be
compartmentalized. That’s one reason I chose IBM," says
George Leffler. (George, who has his B.S. in Engineering, is
a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.)
The Job itself
"You start by studying a customer’s business even before
he orders equipment. Then it’s up to you to come up
with a system that solves the customer’s problems.
You stay with it until it’s installed and fully operational.
You guide the customer every step of the way. So
following through on your own ideas is part of your job."
5,000 more managers
"Another thing I like about working here is the chance for
advancement. For example, IBM has over 5,000 more
managers today than they had four years ago. And they
need more every day."
We’d like to tell you more about the IBM story. We’ll be
inlet siewing on campus for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research and
De% elf prnen t, Manufacturing, and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office,
even if you’re headed for graduate school or military
service. And if you can’t make a campus interview,
send an outline of your interests and educational
background to Mr. E. C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
90005. We’re an equal opportunity
El) jj\kj
employer.

4--NPARITAIR DATT.Ir

Thursday, November 18, 19E7

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
8:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 17
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $2.75-$3.75-$4.75
Get your tickets now at
San Jose Box Office
or Spartan
40 W. San Carlos

Last Chance Today ’
To Contribute Food
To Needy Families ,

Oral Finals Today
In Interpretation
Final competition will conclude today for the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Reacting Contest,
when the six semi-finalists present their interpretation of literary works at the Studio Theatre at 3:30 p.m.
The final winner will receive a
cash prize of 850.

Musk

Students
portunity

have their limit optoday

Thanksgiving"

by

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL will appear in concert tomorrow
night at 8 at San Jose Civic Auditorium. They are currently on a
tour of college campuses throughout the United States and

Marie .s

Canada.

Folk Team To Appear
In Concert Tomorrow
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel, more popularly known as
Simon and Garfunkel will appear in concert tomorrow night
at 8:30 at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium

295-1321

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Confused?
Can’t decide which zingy Mexican dish to
taste first? Try them all . . . with a combination
plate from Tico’s. $1.50 buys you a tamale, an
enchilada, rice & beans, a barbecued taco, a taco,
and a calad. It’s a swingin’ combo any time of the
day a night.

SERVING YOU 24 HOURS A DAY
4:41:1:4Zrcstig-sp.:19.71;4:26:momompivpi

and St. James

I

Their songs are in the mold
of traditional folk with rock
overtones, and at the center are
pi eoccupations with loaeliness,
illusory existence, the pain of
time passing and lack of communication.
The themes that Simon and
Garfunkel interpret are put into
the language of which poetry is
made.
The team came to the limelight through the typical Greenwich Village coffeehouses and
moved on to performances at
the Edinburgh Folk Festival and
the Troubador and Enterprise in
London.
The group became famous
when their first single record,
"The Sounds of Silence" became
the country’s best selling record
and subsequently won a Gold
Record for sales over one million
copies,
They have recorded three best
selling albums and "Parsley,
Sage, Rosemary and Thyme" is

Bank of America
has a spot
for you:

boxes,

Street,

placed

the art

the elevators

on

the

A Bank of

first

currently among the top five
long playing records in the nation.
The music they play and the
lyrics are written by Simon with
the vocal arrangements coordinated by Garfunkel.

He attributes this partly to
limited reaction to the campaign
by the SJS commuter who is an
"important part" of the drive,
Businesses donating prizes for
top contributing students in the
living centers include At t Cleaners, Bill’s College Pharmacy,
Fox Theatres, Fox Town and
Country Theatres, Shaw International Theatres, United Artist
Theatres and Original Joe’s.

AWS, ’Women Over 29’
Plan Suburbanite Seminar
11 It 1,11t .It.’. PARKER
Spartan Dail) staff Writer
A woman who

quiring

retains an in-

mind is likely to be very

lonely in suburbia, according to
Dr. Gail Putney Fullerton,

sistant

as-

professor of sociology.

This problem will be discussed
by Dr. Fullerton and Dr. Harold
M. Hodges. chairman of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, today in HF.:1 from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
"The Educated Woman in Suburbia" seminar, sponsored by
the Associated Women Students
I AWS) and the Women Over 29
Club, is open to all students. Dr.
Hodges and Dr. Fullerton will
open the discussion to the audience after opening comments.
Dr. Fullerton defines the educated woman as one who retains
an inquiring mind. She said the
woman who returns to college
after marrying and having a
family is considered different
and even a threat to her neighbors. "Suburbia sifts out people
and creates pockets of uniformity," she said.
When an educated woman appears on the scene, Dr. Fullerton feels, she becomes a threat
not only because she is different
from her neighbors. but because
she is what her neighbors feel
they ought to be. In many cases,
she emphasized, the educated
woman is isolated even among
those housewives who give lip
service to education.
Dr. Hodges believes a variety
of problems relate to the
woman’s role in the urban society. Urbanization he said, has
created a tendency for interpersonal relationships to become
more democratic and more spontaneous.
Simultaneously, he feels, the
old categorical definitions of
woman’s role h a cc become

blurred and ill-defined. He said
the heart of the dilemma is that
"in a paradoxical manner, today’s woman has more freedom
to be what she wants than perhaps any woman in history. Yet
she is frequently afraid of this
possibility because the choices
are so many and so ambiguous."
He feels most women are not
aware they may be paying a
phychic cost in confusion and
doubt. He termed this a "silent
social problem ... The one thing
women have on their side is the
feminine mystique and the long
practiced art of handling men.
This may be their most promising hope."

REGULAR
MODEL

a state-wide hankit’s world-wide, too- -you’ll
find opportunities in the field of international
finance as well. Why not learn more about
what a career with the world’s largest bank can
offer you. Write to the College Relations
Officer, Bank of America, One South Van Ness,
San Francisco 94120, or 111 West Seventh,
Los Angeles 90014. And make an appointment
to see our recruitment officer when he’s here.

ank of America
,,,

,

...

America recruitment officer will be at your placement office December 4th.

"Would Christ
Carry a Draft
Card?"
Speaker
Rev. George "Shorty" Collins

7:30
November I 7Ih
New Wineskin
l0th and San Fernando
San Jose
INTER -VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

FROM EUROPE
CHARTER
JET FLIGHTS
One Way

Paris to San Francisco
August 3, 1968
A limited number of spaces is
available for students, staff,
and faculty of The California
State Colleges.

FARE: $225 ONE WAY
For information:
Office of International Programs The California State
Colleges, 1600 Holloway Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94132 14151 469-1044.

Then you should come to room J-206 today and place
a Spartan Daily Classified Ad. (Classification =9
Transportation). Hours: MWF 10:30 a.m. to 12 noon
and 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., TTII 11 a.m. to 12 noon and 2 p.m.
to 3 p.m.
SI)..111T1N MIL)
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And wl-it’an eyeful he is! A physique as
well-built and manner as smooth as his
permanently pressed . . VANOPRESS
shirt. A swingy style that matches the
"417" authentic tailoring of his buttondown collar and V -Tapered fit. Switched -on
stripes or colorful solids in dress or sport,
Van Heusen has them all. Will I keep him
in sight? You’d better believe it!

Spilt/ up your following with Passport 360,
the influential line of men’s toiletries by Van

(.1..\

I salesman ring 23,000 doorbells"

"Like having a p

VANOPRESS SHIRT

I

EB
TEXT2

ANT

3 LINE

This finest INDESTRUCTIPLE METAL
’ A 2".
POCKET RUMER STAMP.
Send cheek or money order. It,
sore to inelode yoor Zip Codn’. No
po4tage or handlini elotriers. Add
sok, tax.
Prompt slOptnent.SatisfactionGuarenteed
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Bos 18E23 Leon Snusot Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

HUNTING FOR A RIDE HOME
DURING THE
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS?

in a VAINI H EUSENt

RATIONAL TALSIANO SAINALS AAA,

on

quad,

parking garage will be collected
today and tomorrow. Their contents will be given to the Salvation Army for distribution to
needy families in San Jose.
The drive is sponsored annually by Associated Women Students and Circle K service club.
Brian Burgess, vice president of
Circle K, says this year "response to the food drive has been
light."

I’ve Got My Eye On The Men

If you’re interested in a career in California,
we’re interested in you. Bank of America has
a continuing need for young men with
ambition and executive potential to help in the
development of new markets and new banking
services. No matter what your degree or major
field of study, we may have challenges to match
your skills. As the world’s largest bank, we
serve every aspect of business, industry, and
agriculture in the nation’s largest, most dynamic
state. And since Bank of America is not only

IT’S THE RAGE

and

floor of the library and in the

is 14 hat

Ninth & Santa Clara

food drive,

tablished goal of 10,000 CiU1S.

juitit9
ri

"tile caltipu, florsu-t-

STAMP IT!

contribute

help the program reach its esCollection

is all about

Now Playing
WATERHOLE NO 3
and
HURRY SUNJOWN
294-2041
Alma and Almadvn

canned food to the "Operation

Seventh

/ewe

to

El Rancho Drive In

Heusen.

Owyrir

SALE!
Books

up to 95’e

Thursili*

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek & Winchester
SAN JOSE’S BiG BOOKSTORE

we".1
nogyolp or.
17.
,

OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

".11.lt

-str

Searing California Since 1851
65.000 BOOKS
75,000 CARDS

XEROX COPIES
10c each

1.1P.111
tee,.

.....--.

materall

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything _Printed

RENT
(student rates)

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery
SUSPENSIONSpartan tight end Rudy Luehs
(801 goes airborne for a pass as end Dwight
Tucker (83) is conveniently ushered out of ac 96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

ion by two Cal defenders during last Saturday’s game at Berkeley.

Robinson Tests Spartans

Grid Defense Able But Pressured
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Dully Sports Editor

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN
College Mailer
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.
because

Guaranteed by a top
Company
. . . No War Clause
. . . Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
. Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school
For Your
COLLEGE MASTER
outline ... contact
Jim Hargef
Jim Eaton
Cam Sawyer

263 passes for 1880 yards and 17 ’Fucker, linebackers Jamie TownTD’s. Ile hit on 25 of 41 aerials send and Jim Ferryman, tend defor 273 yards and three scores fensive backs Al Saunders and
last week in a 32-20 loss to Pa- Don Peterson leading the way.
cific.
The play of Saundets. Peterson
Robinson has also had practice and left halfback Terry Hostek
in defeating SJS, having led Fres- may be the key to victory against
no to a 24-18 win in 1965 and a Fresno. Robinson can riddle a sec15-13 victory lust year in Spartan ondary if given the chance as he
Stadium.
is effective in throwine the bomb
The 5-10, 175 pound senior or short gainer.
dominates his team’s attack, but
he is by no means a one-man tears411111111111111111111111i11111111111111111IIIII=
Lloyd Madden, a 160 pound sopho- E
more halfback, is the leading BullF.
dog runner with 366 net yards.
But Madden’s real value is his
FALL SPORTS
pass receiving and ability to score.
He has snagged 49 strikes for 540
Soccer entries are due today.
with
10
yards and leads in scoring
There will be a soccer team captouchdowns.
tains meeting today at 3:30 p.m.
End Gary Finch is Robinson’s
in MG201. Competition begins
other primary receiver. He has
Monday, Nov, 27 and all games
caught 43 passes for 639 yards and
will be played at night in Spartan
SE-Ven’ TUC End ’Denny Walton
Stadium.
has 28 catches for 423 yards.
All turkey trot managers must
Pretty impressive statistics, but
Fresno’s opponents have been of pick up numbers for their teams
the small college variety with the and be in front of the Cafeteria
exception of Idaho and San Diego by 3:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 21.
State. Idaho breezed 30-14, but San The race will he run lions in front
Diego, the No. 1 small college of the Cafeteria on Seventh Street
team in the nation, had trouble to Spartan Stadium and back.

Sparta’s grid defense has played
ably if not spectacularly against
some of the top offensive squads
in the nation this year and the
pressuie will continue Saturday
night when SJS battles aerialminded Fresno State in Ratcliffe
Stadium.
Such teams as Arizona State,
West Texas State, Stanford and
Wyoming have managed to score
big against the Spartan defenders,
but ball-handling errors by the offense has not helped the defense’s
cause.
Fresno State fits perfectly into
the mold that has been created by
many of SJS’ foes, that of a team
with a dominate passing game, but
also a capable running attack that
can score from any location on
the field. Especially if the SJS offense gives them the oportunity
The Bulldog attack is led by
quarterback Danny Robinson, possibly one of the most underrated,
but talented passers on the West
Coast,
Fresno has won only three of
nine games, but the blame cannot
be placed on the offense and RobPete Loustalet bowled a 276
inson’s passing. A weak Fresno de- with Fresno, winning 28-21.
The Spartan defense has turned Tuesday for Alpha Tau Omega.
fense has yielded an average of
Deadline for badminton entries
in good performances in the last
21 points per game.
Robinson has completed 143 of two games with end Dwight is Wednesday, Nov. 22.

Intramurals

. ..

_

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
Nov.

Stanford Nips
Poloists, 8-7;
Frosh, Too

off!

BOOKS INC.

_

SPARTAN DAILY-5
ember 16 1967

I 7, 18, 19.

(includes fries, suut-)

25c
$1 04

Get 2nd Chicken Dinner .. .

Spartan water
PA1.0 ALTO
poloists fell behind 2-0 two minutes after the opening whistle and
was never able to right their listing ship, as the Stanford Indians
nipped San Jose 8-7 here yesterday afternoon.
San Jose was down as much
1-4sa
mid -way in the second quarter
but Jack Likins, Tim Halley and
Greg Hind made up the difference
in less than a minute. Just as
quickly, though, the Tribe came
back with two goals to lead at
lb.’ half 6-4.
The Spartans pulled the same
in the third period as Halle y a nd Hind combined to tie the
scale 6-6, going into the final
quarter.
At this point, however, excessive fouls spelled defeat for Sun
Jose as Likins and Hind fouled
out. Stanford capitalized with
Gary Sheerer scoring twice in the
final stanza.
Sheerer’s final goal came with
only three minutes left as the
Spartan defense was caught napping. Gary Farrens gave San Jose
a ray of hope with 28 seconds remaining, scoring a goal, but the
Stanfoid stall kept the ball out
of San Jose’s control.
Likins and Hind led Spartan
scorers with two goals each. Dennis Belli, Halley and Farrens had
one each. Goalie Bob Likins kept
the Indians from walking away
with the game late in the first
blocking two penalty
period,
throws. He had a total of 10 saves

Both

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS . ...,
515 S. 10th Street, San Jose

297

for your late night
study break

4/ ...
,
ham steak

3

potatoes

jumbo eggs

toast

coffee

$1.55

(11 p.m.-6 a.m.)

The liunry //owe
110UHS AND EVERY DoLIDAY
610 Coleman Ave.

011\ 21

AND for purr-fect cocktails stop at

Vie PuPple Pu449 at

Spartan Wrestlers
Open Rebuilding
Season Tonight

NEXT DOOR
640 Coleman Ave.

g,
.

Celli
. .

t---""...........0)

The Spartan wrestling team
opens its season tonight with an
inter-school set of practice
matches involving eight other colleges from the Bay Area.
The matches will begin at
and will be held in the upstail
gym. There will be. room for about
250 spectators.
Last week an open freestyle
tournament was held in San Mates
and two Spartan wrestlers too
home honors. In the 115-1b. division, L. Q. Starling won a firs
place and Jim Bridger captured
second place in the 175-lb. category.
Coach Hugh Mumhy says thi
year will he largely a "rehuildin
year" since only four wrestler
from last year’s team are back.

ROOS ATKINS

:
it comes froYz
"When
Roos/Atkins, you
KNOW you’re
going First Class!"

-..
t.

I

"The Hugger"

{, 1

CIGS

.

Irs.

ƒ

k

ioLor

a

/

19c

.>
10c

Kleenex

5c

3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julia’

war SS Coup*

’68 Camaro:

Holiday Formalwear?
Rent it all at any RIA

Accelerates smoother, hugs the road tighter,
rides quieter than ever before.
A quiet car speaks for itself.
That’s why Chevrolet went
all out to make the ’68
Camaro smoother, steadier
and more silent than ever.
Camaro’s famous rood.
hugging performance has
been improved with a refined
suspension system.
Camaro’s big -car ride has
been improved, too Soft
rubber cushions snuff out

road noise and vibrations.
Even Camaro’s new Astro
Ventilation works for your
peace and quiet. Adjustable
vent -ports built in the
instrument panel let outside
air circulate without wind or
noise. You don’t even hove
to open a window! It all
up to the silent ride of quality.
See for yourself Put a hushed
qh its poci-,
’68 Camaro II
at your Chev, , ,lealer’s

All these Chevrolet
quality features, too:
Unitized all -welded
Body by Fisher.
Power team choices up
to a 396 -cubic -inch V8.
Self -adjusting Safety.
Muster brakes with
dual cylinders.

An automatic buzzer
that reminds you to
take your keys with
you.
Proved safety features
like the GM -developed
energy -absorbing
steering column and
many new ones that
include armrest shielded door handles.

am

Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer’s.
All Chevrolets are priced for greater value! The lowest priced 1968 Chevrolets are (models not shown): Corvair 500 Sport Coupe
CHEVROLET

9906

6.1044 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

Frank Hoey
Darwin Shoop
Gary Beckwith

Fidelity Union Life I
505 S. 104 St.
286-6700

79,

Buy 1 Chicken Dinner

$2,220.00; Chevy II Nova Coupe $2,199.00; Camaro Sport Coupe $2,565.00; Chevelle 300 Coupe $2,318.00; Chevrolet
Biscayne 2 -Door Sedan $2,558.00; Corvette Convertible $4,320.00. mo,,virsturnr’i suggested retail prices including Federal Excite Toe,
sugqiested dealer delivery and handling charges. Transportation charges, accessories, optional equipment, stole and local taxes additional.

Rent all the best at
Roos/Atkins. All sizes. Latest
styles. Sparkling fresh.
Correct accessories too. Soon
as your plans specify "Formal"

come in and get fitted. Yes, we
sell the whole works too if
you’d rather own your own.
SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

SRTAV istn.

Thursday.

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

November 16, 1967

Spartaguide

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED

292-6778

SIDNEY POITIER
WITH
SIR,

"TO

TODAY
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MacQuar.
tie Hall 321.
Mountaineering Club, 6:30 p.m.,
S210.
French Club, 7
248 E. San
Salvador, Apt. 5.
Chess Club, 2-5 p.m., College
Union.
Home Ec
miles Club, 7 p.m.,
College Chapel. Initiates. 6:45 p.m.
Epallon Eta Sigma, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A. Dr. Elsie Leach will
read poetry of contemporary British poets.
AIESEC, 6:30 p.m., CH54. Showing on what is AIESEC.
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
S227.
French Workshop, 3 p.m.. Building N. Room 8A. Remedial work
in French.
Christian Science Organization.
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Students for a Democratic So-

Lovr.

Mon. thru Fri, 7 a rn.-3
294-6535

"GFORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASE CARD

40 Bassett St.
San Joss

N11.11111 110UCK
PRESENTS
\

E

F.\1 Nt:

OF

CI INTEN11.011.1RY

’THEATRE’

NOVEMBER 16, 17, 18

FEATURING
1.F. lUll ,111\1’.. EXPLOSIVE PLAY

\\I,

"DUTCHMAN"
THE TENN III \ NESSEE WILLIAMS’ DRAMA

-THIS PROPERTY IS
CONDEIIED"
NOV. 16 4:30 P.M.
NOV. 17 800 P.M. & 10:30 P.M.
NOV. 18 8:00 P.M. & 10:30 P.M.

SEATS $2.50
RESERVATIONS
154.1530

OLD TOWN THEATRE
50 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, LOS GATOS

NOW - RENT TO OWN

MOYER MUSIC
Largest Selection of Guitars in Town
Folk
Guitar
$400

etS,
wAV

Elec.
Guitar &
Amp.
$600
For month
and up

Guitar
Stevens Creek Rd.
LIWIert CA Sta1ion Pd. ’cross from Futurarna Bowl)
248-9858

Available

84 E. San Fernando
Next to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
298.5404

51 61

("0

-.4kt

Lessons

niepnedicnai.

gitealies

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE
FROM
ROW PLAYING S. F.DIRECT
FILM FESTIVAL

Levee

.7-11

n’evmr,,
oils
in suan ces
’
tharngLery,
Ind rVe/

=NMI

1433 The A amed.,
297-3060

THE KIDS MAY GO NUTSY
OVER THE FILM. SINCE ITS
VERY RAMPARTSY"
NBC-TV
-JUD1SH CRIST

to "
1441a-r

VAUGHN’S PRE-HOLIDAY
1/2 PRICE SUIT SALE

city, 3:30 p.m., CH163. Meeting
with PAW. Speaker Frank Wilkinson on "Internment Camps for
Radicals?"
TOMORROW
International students OrganizaChristian
First
tion. 6 p.m..
Church, 80 South Fifth. Indian
Dinner, reservations ADM201.
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and
9:30 p.m., Mortis Dailey Auditorium. Friday Flicks, "Captain Newman, M.D.," Starring Tony Curtis
and Gregory Peck.
Alpha Kappa Delta, 7 p.m.,
Sambas, 1860 The Alameda. Initiation banquet, speaker Harry
Edwards.

an

excellent opporHere is
tunity to freshen your suit
supply during Vaughn’s
pre-holiday bonus event.
This sale includes our entire stock of natural shouldered suits. Sizes from 35
short to 46 extra long.
Choose from Vested Suits,
Tweeds, Sharkskins, Worsteds, Whipcords, Gabs.
For a limited time only!
Early selection advisable.

Harrington Speaks
At DU Celebration

Delta Upsilon celebrated its
50th Founder’s Day last night with
a dinner at the fraternity house
flthat featured guest speaker Dr.
Edward Harrington. SJS dean of
undergraduate studies.
As part of the commemoration,
the national fraternity presented a
Aliiinixtithilely 100 SJS students 50 year alumni award to Ray Harhave signed -up for Peace Corps ney, retired director of education
placement tests as of yesterday, for the American Insurance Comaccording to Peace Corps recruiter pany of San Jose. Harney, a memPaul Dorrah.
ber of the first chapter at the
Dorrah said the interest shown University of Nebraska, came to
has been "very good," but added San Jose in 1948 and helped to
that many of those who sign-up establish the local chapter.
for the test fail to appear at the
scheduled time.
The week long recruitment drive
will end tomorrow with the last
’tests scheduled for today and to.
moirow at 3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
in JC224.
Two Peace Corps movies, "This
Land," about Kenya, and "The
Great Dessie Marching Band," The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
c.,,c.r 3 from advertisers who
about Africa, will be shown tonation on the basis of
, 1r ,
night at 7:30 in JC221.
.1 or national origin.
Interested students may also oblain information at the Peace
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
Corps booth on S -: ’:oh Street.
$1 GETS YOU DATES for the rest of
the semester. Call your Spartan Dating
Service 297-4140.
WANTED: GOOD USED microscope.
Call 252-5312.
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Pub’
Ushers 543 Froderink, San Francisco
NEED TRAVELING COMPANION.
the world.
-I
...4ust. 298-2323.
lb, pre
sional traineeships with the Dev- ONE WEEK ONLY .o turn in Tower
, ercux Foundation available this
N . 17.
1summer can be obtained in the tor,.
!Placement Center, Ar1.234.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Positions arc available to junMrs, seniors and beginning gradu’65 BUICK, SKYLARK Gran Sport, 4.
ate students interested in working speed, power steering. radio, tinted
with the mentally retarded and glass. deluxe wheels, 23,000 miles, $1895,
emotionally disturbed in special 245-3724.
educational and vocational t ehab- ’61 SPRITE, ROLL her, wide tires, good
5575/offer. Call 293ilitation, mental health disciplines, top. runs good.
0379 after 4 p.m.
psychological services and related
SELL. Will
research. U.S. citizenship is re- ’65 VW BUS-Sunroof. MUST
consider trade or sell for $1450. 251quired.
8080. ext. 23. days: 258-3723 eves.
Positions are available in Penn- ’67 MORRIS MINOR "WOODY" station
sylvania and Maine. A limited wagon. ’62 Sprite engine. Good condinumber of positions are also open tion. $300 or trade for good pickup.
in Santa Barbara, Victoria, Tex., 356.7339 eves.
i9BUICK, POWER steering. brakes, re and Rutland. Mass.
di
Very good motor. tires trans. Must
Interested students should write sn’ 1700. Bill. 867-9544.
to Dr Henry Platt, direr -for, The ’57 CAD -WHITE,
Good
DevereUX Foundation, Institute fl:
276*p2olin.t.
64
Research and Training, Dm rm. 67 HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER. Ev:ellent
I die new. See to
Pa. 19333.
’ -375,
Last date to file appliralioits Is
’64 HONDA. STEP -THROUGH & ,...‘o
Ian. 15.
$150/ofier. 33
1,
,

69.50 Suits
75.00 Suits
79.50 Suits
85.00 Suits

100 Students Sig
For Peace Corps

NOW 34.50
NOW 37.50
NOW 39.75

89.50 Suits
95.00 Suits
100.00 Suits

NOW 42.50

120.00 Suits

NOW 44.75
NOW 47.50
NOW 50.00
NOW 60.00

35% DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE

DM CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
RUG

0

rilAW.Pbre MU.. ...UM Lb M.., ’MIL,"
ALM... KAI 1.04.1.
1.1,10.10

4.--AT SATHER GATE

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1

Positions Offered
’For Traineeships
In Rehabilitation

MALE: QUIET, UPPER DIVISION, seri- EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all
1 bdrm. apt. kinds of typing on elect. type. Reasonous student. Share ,
able rates. Call 292-3901.
470 N. 3rd. #3, 297.9:50 D. Greer.
Guar.
FREE FLYING INSTRUCTIONS:
HALLS OF IVY. Women’s housing apts. TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers. etc.
antee monthly salary, must be Jan grad. Cell 297.1814.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
with 20/20 vision. Men only apply, call
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, manuscripts,
your U. S. Air Force at 295-2010.
thesis, etc. Reasonable. Work guaranLOST AND FOUND 161
WANTED: MALE STUDENT to do yard
teed. 294-3772, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
work Sat. and/or Sun. Call 356-4804
LOST: 1/2 FRAME COLOR slides pest RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Eschels.
after 5 P.m
week. Call 286.4913 after 3 p.m. Small Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
WANTED: PERSON TO exchange lite reward.
housekeeping & some babysitting for
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
LOST: 4 MOS. OLD male Husky/Shep- Photography. Absolute a- s room & board. Call 298.4687.
herd answers to name of "Crusher". Call Thom Dunks
287-1795.
HASHERS WANTED: GIRLS boarding
294.2464. REWARD.
house. Call 297-6860.
LOST: GRADUATION EXCER. Jan 68,
PHONE FOR MONEY
TRANSPORTATION VD
recover sign petition on 7th St. Mid.
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal to
only.
society from your own private desk in term grads
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eves. LOST: BROWN WALLET, contact Jur- $399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
gen Stoll, Allen Hall, Phone 294-8741. return Sept. 4. French study course
Salary +. 298-1263.
included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
REWARD.
TECHNICIAN: PART TIME for elect.
PARIS. German course available too,
testing. 4 hrs. per day 6 10 p.m. M.F.
Prof. French. 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
171
PERSONALS
Call 739-6170. Salary.
Beverly Hills 12131 274-0729.
RIDE NEEDED OR Jowl car pool. T, W,
MADE CONTEMPORARY or Th. Centerville (Fremont) to
CUSTOM
HOUSING III
SJS.
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast Joan. 792-4787,
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
20 ACRE PARCEL. Sarta Cruz Mtns. 354-8200.
WANTED: RIDE OR RIDERS from Saratoga
(Quito area)
for 8:30-2:30
Off County Road. $15.000. A terrific
buy at $5,000 down and terms. Call NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish classes. 379-1028 after 6. Blake.
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos. RIDE NEEDED TO LA afternoon Nov.
agent 438.0400. Eves. 377-4357,
22.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share Authentic recipe horn the Old Country. Will share expenses, 296.3052. Call eves.,
new spacious apt. with 2 others. $50/ Open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
ask for Rob.
mo. 439 S. 4th St. #I8. 292-0853.
NEED RIDE TO SANTA BARBARA Nnv.
SERVICES 18)
FEMALE TO SHARE I bdrrn. apartment.
VVIII she, -------c-es. Larry Appel
Inquire at LaDonna Apartments, 385 S.
737-9733. If not in
message.
4th St. #4.
REASONABLE TYPING
EXQUISITE,
FURNISHED ROOM, MALE student. done by Miss Carey - cell 293-4700
kitchen priv. No smoking or drinking. Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
De, Dale.
$15. 293-3088.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
papers. et,- . Call 264-8592.
S.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 7
’.113. 9 a.m. to 0 per.
el pt.
I II
I
EXPERT TYP2lS8T4-335THESIS,
5
term papers,
HELP WANTED 14/

To Place
an ad:

.,113

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

old
CARS WANTED. ANY nond r,r,
is
Wro4,5.
-r .
277 9730
’64 PONTIAC GRAND

P815.

74 MO

mt

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

FOR SALE 131

Why
clDiamond?

P.’11;*
Welt
410Elfaig

fAACFdekolto Jat!,131110/1
caLow3i

"

,(.4 TIMES
FTE SHOWS AT 7. 9 & it P
" OmPLETE SHOWS 7 5 9.10 PM

*"

enernermmommemito,

SUGGES’’
tvt4’1.11PE

HELD OVER. 2nd WEEK
Bob Dylan "Don’t Look Back"
Col OR CO -HIT
THE BEATLES "HELP"
NHAT IS MADE IN ITALY? LOVE,
THE SCENE AND WILD MOVIES LIKE ..

From Biblical times, the diamond has been linked with
love and fidelity. Throughout
the ages, it was considered
one of the world’s most precious substances. The ring
mounting, being circular, denotes "love without end:’
With this tradition, naturally,
your engagement diamond
should be chosen carefully,
and be of the finest quality
within your budget. We will
be happy toexplain the"Four
C’s" of diamond value to you
according to the standards of
the American Gem Society a select, professional organization of fine jewelers working in behalf of fine diamond
customers like you.
)

tam,. AMERICAN CAM SOCICIT

4

’Moat ro
atit0 II lot
flowhrrovirIsi
294 5544

ADULTS Or+

"ENTER

TWO ADULT FILMS FROM JAJAN
"THE BODY"
COLOR CO HIT
"PLEASURES

OF THE FLESH"

MORTO
A.14

(" giiNS

625 Town & Country Village
San Jose

24 I -I 758

2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

SONY 660 TAPE RECORDER, 2 spkrs.
2-50 watt amos. sound on sound. like
new, Call 736-2750.
INVESTMENT LOT FOR SALE. $250
down. $40/rno. Great growth potential.
Phone Gibson, 294.5138.

Send

Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
"(’OUR SueSTITUTE HERE, MISS JONES, TELLS ME
YOUR 5TUPEN1’S ARE QUITE CONCERNED AezUr
HEALTH.. "

YOUR

CLASSIFIED

fines
fines
lines_

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi r
bona, line

Two days

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.00 - 2.-50

-2.75

3.00

_ 3.01-/3.50 _

’50

CHECK
fl Announcements (1)
i I
I Automotive (7)
i
I lot Sas (lb

.50

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spates for each line)

RATES

One day

2.50

handy order blank.

check out to Spartan Daily

"

Minimum
Three tines
One day
3

in

Enclose cash or check. Make

GOING TO INDIA
. .
FOR SALE: EVERYTHING I got
nhnolo (you name it: I got it. Skiis, car,
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every
purchase - your choice from a selec
tion of worthless. preenlightenment
*yon record albums (they sound great
if
one -enlightened.) Come
1,11,
-!
7S9 San Antonio Court.

5

LAUGHING" COLOR

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

REDECORATED 2 STORY HOME 13
rooms. 11/2 baths, full basement & attic,
within walking distance of SJS. Ideal
for campus groups. organizations. or
large family - 485 E. Reed. 297-8250
after 2 p.m.

4

"MADE IN ITALY"
WILD
T IT

HI -Fl SHERWOOD FM TUNER, C.,,-.rnmns amp., Garrard ,hleir,r. EV Aristo
crat corner horn. Mono: great sound.
$100 takes all. 269.9365.

Thrall days

3.25

Four days

-

2.40

-1.3-0

2.90

-3.00

- 3.40 -- 3.50 ’

3.75 _ 3.90
.50

Five days

.50

4.00
.50

A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
L1 Personals us
Housing (5)
[1 Services (8)
L 1 Transportation (9)
lust and tuund (6)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE. CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad ti appeal.

Days

